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DEVELOPABLE SPACES AND ^-SPACES1

DAVID E. KULLMAN

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that the following state-

ments are equivalent, for a completely regular space X.

(i) X is a developable space,

(ii) X is a strict p-space with a Gs-diagonal.

(iii) X is a 0-refinable /»-space with a Gs-diagonal.

1. Introduction. Developable spaces and ^-spaces have been

studied in connection with problems of metrizability. The concept of

a developable space can be traced back to the Alexandroff-Urysohn

metrization theorem [l]. Later it was shown by R. H. Bing [5] that

every paracompact developable space is metrizable. Plumed spaces or

^-spaces were first studied by A. V. Arhangel'skiï [2]. It has been

shown by A. Okuyama [12] that a paracompact p-space with a Gs-

diagonal is metrizable.

Recently two important relationships between developable spaces

and /»-spaces have been established. Burke and Stoltenberg [8]

proved that a completely regular space is developable iff it is a p-

space with a cr-discrete network, and G. Creede [ll] proved that a

completely regular space is developable iff it is a semistratifiable p-

space.

In light of the results stated above, it is natural to ask about the

relationship between developable spaces and ^-spaces having a Gs-

diagonal. We first state some important definitions and propositions.

All topological spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. If F is a space

and UEXEY, then ClxiU) and ClY{U) will denote the closure of

U in X and Y respectively. If y and y' are covers of X, then 7A7'

= \Gr\H\GEy, HEy'}, and 7'<7 means that 7' refines 7. The

term "integer," when referring to an index, will always mean "posi-

tive integer".

A space X is developable iff there is a sequence {7„|ra = l,2, • • • } of
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open covers of X such that, for each xEX, {St(x, yn) | « = 1, 2, • • • }

is a local base at x. Such a sequence of covers is called a development

for X. It is well known that every metrizable space is developable, and

every developable space is clearly first countable. Regular develop-

able spaces are also known as Moore spaces.

A completely regular space A is a p-space iff, for some compactifica-

tion bX of X, there is a sequence T = {yn\ n = 1, 2, • • •} of covers of

X, by sets open in bX, with the property that, for each xEX,

H }St(x, y„) | » = 1, 2, • • • J EX. The sequence of covers T is called a

feathering of X in bX. T is called a strict feathering iff, for each xEX

and each n, there is an integer m such that Cl&x(St(x, ym)) CSt(x, yn).

A is a strict p-space iff X has a strict feathering in some compactifica-

tion.

The definitions of /»-space and strict ¿»-space are due to A. V.

Arhangel'skiï, and he has obtained many interesting results concern-

ing them. (See [2], [3] and [4].) In particular, if X has a (strict)

feathering in some compactification bX, then X has a (strict) feather-

ing in its Stone-Cech compactification ßX. All metrizable spaces are

strict p-spaces, and all locally compact spaces are /»-spaces.

A space X has a Gs-diagonal iff Ax= {(x, x)|xGA} is a Gj-subset

of XXX. It is easily seen that this is equivalent to the condition:

(a) There is a sequence {yn|« = l, 2, • • • } of open covers of X

such that if x, y EX and x^y, then, for some », y(£St(x, yn).

If, in addition, the sequence {y„|» = l, 2, • • • } satisfies

(b) for each xEX and each », there is an integer m such that

Cl(St(x, ym))CSt(x, y„), then X is said to have a Gs-diagonal. This

definition is due to C. R. Borges [ó].

Just as it is possible to define uniform structures either in terms of

open covers or in terms of relations (i.e. entourages), so it is possible

to characterize each of the properties defined above in terms of

relations. In general, given an open cover y of a space X, the relation

A = U {GXG\GEy} is an open neighborhood of Ax and, for each

xEX, St(x, y) =R[x] = {yGA| (x, y) GA}. On the other hand, if A is

an open neighborhood of Ax, then y= {GCA|G is open and GXG

ER} is an open cover of A such that, for each xEX, St(x, y)CA[x].

If A is symmetric, then St(x, y) =A[x]. The following propositions

are proved by straightforward applications of the principle just

stated.

Proposition 1.1. A space X is developable iff there is a sequence

{Vn\n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ } of open neighborhoods of Ax such that, for each

xEX, { F„[x]| w = l, 2, • • ■ } is a local base at x.
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Proposition 1.2. Let X be a completely regular space and bX any

compactification of X. X has a feathering in bX iff there is a sequence

\Vn\n = \,2, • ■ ■ ] of open subsets of bX XbX satisfying

(0 AxEVn, for each n;
(ii) for each xEX, D { V» [x] | n = 1, 2, • • •} EX.

Proposition 1.3. A space X has a strict feathering in bX, iff there

is a sequence of symmetric neighborhoods [Vn\n = i, 2, • ■ ■}, open in

bXXbX, satisfying (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.2 as well as

(iii) for each xEX and each n, there is an integer m such that

Chx(Vm[x])EVn[x].

Proposition 1.4. A space X has a Gi-diagonal iff there is a sequence

{Vn\n = l, 2, - ■ • } of symmetric open neighborhoods of Ax satisfying

(a) n{F„|« = l,2, • • • }=AX;
(h) for each xEX and each n, there is an integer m such that

C\(Vm[x])EVn[x].

Remark. In each of the preceding propositions, we may as-

sume, without loss of generality, that the sequence of relations

| Vn\ n = 1, 2, • • • } has the property that Fn+iC Vn, for each n. For if

{ Vn\ n = 1, 2, • • •} satisfies the conditions in any one of the Proposi-

tions 1.1-1.4, then so does the sequence {F„|m = 1, 2, ■ • •} where

V'n = r\{Vi\i^i^n}.

2. Strict ^-spaces with Ga-diagonals. The following theorem

is a corollary of two results of A. V. Arhangel'skiï (stated but not

proved in [4]). We give a self-contained proof here.

Theorem 2.1. A completely regular developable space is a strict p-

space.

Proof. Let A" be a completely regular developable space, bX a

compactification of A, and {-y„[ w = 1, 2, • • • } a development for A".

For each n and each GnEyn, choose Vn open in bX such that Vn(~\X

= Gn. For each n, denote the collection of all such sets Vn by un- We

will show that {/*»|» = 1, 2, • • • } is a strict feathering of X in bX.

Let xEX and let U he any neighborhood of x, open in bX. Since

bX is regular, there is a neighborhood W of x, open in bX, such that

WbXEU. Since {y„|w = l, 2, • • • } is a development, there exists an

integer m such that St(x, ym)EWr\XEW. Moreover, St(x, 7m)

= AP\St(x, ßm), so Clftx(St(x, 7m)) =Cl6x(St(x, pm)), since X is dense

in bX and St(x, ßm) is open in bX. Consequently,

St(x, Mm)  C  Cl»x(St(x, jO)   =   Clix(St(x, 7m)) C  WhX E  U.
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It follows that {ju„| ra = 1, 2, • • ■} is a strict feathering of X in bX. In

fact, D {St(x, p„) | ra = 1, 2, • • • } = {x}, for each xEX. Strictness can

be seen by letting £/ = St(x, 7„).

Proposition 2.2. A regular developable space has a Gs-diagonal.

Proof. Let J be a regular space with a development

|7n|ra = l, 2, • • ■ }. It is easily verified that this sequence of covers

satisfies (a) and (b) in the definition of Gs-diagonal.

Theorem 2.3. A strict p-space with a Gs-diagonal is developable.

Proof. Let X be a space with a Gs-diagonal and a strict feathering

in some compactification bX. By Propositions 1.2 and 1.3, there is a

sequence [Un\n = l, 2, • • •} of neighborhoods of Ax, open in bX

XbX, satisfying

(1) n{t/„[x]|ra = l,2, ■ ■ -}CX, for each xEX; and
(2) for each xEX and each ra, there is an integer m such that

ChxiUm[x])EUn[x].
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Un+iEUn, for

each ra.

Since X has a Gs-diagonal, it follows from Proposition 1.4 that

there is a sequence { W„\n = 1,2, • • • } of neighborhoods of Ax, open

in XXX, satisfying

(3) Ax = D{iFn|ra = l,2, • ■ • } ; and

(4) for each xEX and each ra, there is an integer m such that

C\xiWm[x])EWn[x].

For each ra, let G„ be an open subset of bXXbX such that Gn

C\iXXX) =Wn. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

G„+iCGn, for each ra.

Now, for each ra, let F„ = UnC\Gn, and note that F„+iC F„. To show

that X is developable, it suffices to prove that { F„ [x] | ra = 1, 2, • ■ ■ }

is a local base (in bX) at x, for each xEX. It will then follow im-

mediately that ¡F„n(A'XAr)|» = l, 2, ' • ■ } satisfies the conditions

of Proposition 1.1.

Let xEX and 77 be any neighborhood of x in bX. We will show

that Fn[x]C77, for some ra. First we will prove that, for yEbX — H,

there is an integer kiy) such thaty(£Cl¡,x(F4(B) [x]).

Case (i). If y€$iX, then by (1) there is an integer ra such that

yC i^B[x]. By (2) there is an integer m such that Cl¡,x(c7m[x])CZ7„[x].

Thus y(£C\bxiUm[x]), and consequently y^CUx(Fm[x]). In this

case, take kiy) —m.

Case (ii). HyEX-H, theny^x, so (x, y)EiXXX)-Ax. By (3),
(x, y)(£PF„ for some ra, so y£jEIF„[x]. By (4), there is an integer m
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such   that ClxiWm[x))EWn[x].  Hence  y$Clz(Wm[x]).  Now  Wm

= GmC\iXXX), so Wm[x] =Gm[x]r\X. Thus

C\xiWm[x\) = Clx(Gm[x] n X) = Ckx(G„[x] n X) n X

= Otx(Gm[x]) n X,

since X is dense in AX" and Gm[x] is open in bX. Thus we have y EX,

but yEClxiWm[x]), so yGCl(,x(Gm[x]), and hence yGCl6x(Fm[x]).

In this case, take kiy) =m.

Now {bX-C\bxiVHy)[x])\yEbX-H} isacover of bX-Hbysets

open in bX. By compactness of bX — H, there is a finite subset

FEbX-H such that {ôA-CWÎF^ [x])|;yGP} covers bX-H.
Then D{ F*(„) [x ] [ y E F} is a subset of H, containing x and open in

bX. Since F„+iCF„, for each n, we have F„+i[x]C F„[x], for each »

and each xEX. Thus D{ Ft(„) [x]|yEF} = F„[x], where « =

max{^(y)|yGP}-HencexG F„[x]C^ï.   H

Combining the results of 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we obtain

Theorem 2.4. A completely regular space is developable iff it is a

strict p-space with a Gs-diagonal.

3. 0-refinable spaces. In the light of 2.4 it would be of interest to

know under what conditions a /»-space with a Gj-diagonal is a strict

/»-space with a Gj-diagonal. M. M. Coban has shown that two such

conditions are metacompactness [9] and subparacompactness (also

called <r-paracompactness) [lO]. Theorem 3.3 below generalizes both

of these results.

A space X is 6-refinable iff, for every open cover y of X, there is a

sequence {yn|» = l, 2, • • • } of open refinements of y such that, for

each xEX, there is an integer m such that X is in at most a finite

number of elements of ym.

The concept of 0-refinability was introduced by Worrell and Wicke

[13], who also proved that all developable spaces are 0-refinabIe. It is

clear that metacompact spaces are 0-refinable and D. K. Burke [7]

has shown that all subparacompact spaces are 0-refinable.

Theorem 3.1. A regular 6-refinable space with a Gs-diagonal has a

Gs-diagonal.

Proof. Let A be a regular, 0-refinable space with a Gs-diagonal.

Then there is a sequence \pn\ » = 1, 2, • • •} of open covers of X such

that for each xEX, D {St(x, pn)\ w = l, 2, • • •} = {x}. By regularity,

there is an open cover 71 of X such that 71= {g\ GG71} <Mi- Since
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X is 0-refinable there is a sequence {X^|?ra = l, 2, • • • } of open re-

finements of 7i such that, for each xEX, there is an integer m such

that x is in at most a finite number of elements of Xi,.

Now let ra>l, and assume that, for l^i^n — 1, we have defined

covers 7, and {Xi,|»ra = l, 2, • • •}. By regularity, there is an open

covery„of Xsuch that7„</t„AA {X™|lgw^ra —1 and l^k^n — 1}.

Since X is 0-refinable, there is a sequence jX^|?w = l, 2, • ■ • } of

open refinements of yn such that, for each xEX, there is an integer m

such that x is in at most a finite number of elements of X£.

Finally, define A= {X£,|ra = l, 2, • • • and razara}. Clearly A is a

countable family of open covers of X. We will show that A satisfies the

conditions for a Gs-diagonal. There is a natural way of ordering the

elements of A so that they form a sequence; (Xj, X2, X2., X?, X2, • • • ).

For each x EX,

n{st(x, xl) I xl e a} c n{st(x, T») I » -1,2, • • •}

CnjSt(x, pn)\n = 1,2, • • •} = {x\.

This follows from the fact that each X£ refines f„ and yn refines p„-

Thus part (a) of the definition is satisfied. To verify part (b), let

xEX and X^GA. By the definition of A, m^n and f„+i<Xm. Now

there is an integer k such that x is in at most a finite number of ele-

ments of X£+1. Then

Cl(St(x, XT)) = C1(U{ U I U E X?1 and x G U})

= U{F| TJGXr'andxe U]

C St(x, 7„+i) C St(x, Xnm).

If &^ra + l, then X"+1£A and the proof is complete. If ¿>ra + l, then

Xî+1 GA and Xj+1 <7*+1 <X£+1- Hence

Cl(St(x, Xi+1)) C Cl(St(x, XT)) E St(x, \").       ■

The following result is proved by Burke in [7].

Theorem 3.2. A O-refinable p-space is a strict p-space.

Theorem 3.3. A completely regular space is developable iff it is a 6-

refinable p-space with a Gs-diagonal.

Proof. Necessity is clear. Sufficiency follows from Theorems 3.1,

3.2, and 2.3.    ■
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